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We describe a new technique (presented in arXiv:1403.1778) to determine the contribution to the
anomalous magnetic moment (g-2) of the muon coming from the hadronic vacuum polarization
using lattice QCD. Our method uses Padé approximants to reconstruct the Adler function from its
derivatives at q2 = 0. These are obtained simply and accurately from time-moments of the vector
current-current correlator at zero spatial momentum. We test the method using strange quark
correlators calculated on MILC Collaboration’s n f = 2+1+1 HISQ ensembles at multiple values
of the lattice spacing, multiple volumes and multiple light sea quark masses (including physical
pion mass configurations).
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Figure 1: The hadronic vacuum polarization contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment is
represented as a shaded blob inserted into the photon propagator (represented by a wavy line) that corrects
the point-like photon-muon coupling at the top of the diagram.
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Figure 2: The quark vacuum polarisation for each of the quark flavor f (represented by the shaded blob in
figure 1).
1. Motivation
The anomalous magnetic moment of the muon or the muon anomaly (aµ ) has been measured
with very impressive accuracy of 0.54 ppm [1] in the experiment (BNL E821), therefore providing
one of the most stringent tests of the Standard Model. The anomaly, defined as the fractional
difference of its gyromagnetic ratio from the naive value of 2, (aµ = (g− 2)/2), arises from the
muon interacting with a cloud of virtual particles and gets contributions from QED, electroweak
(EW) and QCD (hadronic loops) diagrams. Intriguingly, the experimentally measured anomaly
disagrees by around 3σ with the calculated value from the Standard Model : aexpµ −aSMµ = 25(9)×
10−10 [2, 3, 4, 5]. The current theoretical uncertainty is dominated by that from the theoretical
calculation of the lowest order “hadronic vacuum polarisation (HVP)”, aHVP,LOµ . This contribution
is currently determined most accurately using the dispersion relation and the experimental results
on e+e− → hadrons or from τ decay to be of size 700× 10−10 with ∼1% error [3, 5]. With a
further goal to improve the experimental uncertainty by a factor of 4 in the upcoming experiment at
Fermilab (E989), improvement in the theoretical determination, mainly by achieving an uncertainty
of less than 1% in aHVP,LOµ using a first principle lattice QCD calculation is therefore essential
in trying to ascertain the possibility of new physics (if the discrepancy still remains). We have
developed a simple lattice QCD method [6] for calculating aHVP,LOµ which improves significantly
on previous calculations.
2. Our Method
The contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment from the HVP associated with a
given quark flavour, f, is obtained by inserting the quark vacuum polarisation (figure 2) into the
photon propagator [7, 8] : a(f)µ,HVP =
α
pi
∫ ∞
0 dq
2 f (q2)(4piαQ2f )Πˆf(q
2).
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Here, α ≡ αQED and Qf is the electric charge of quark f in units of e, f (q2) is a known function
of the four momentum squared strongly peaked at very small q2 values, q2 ∼ m2µ/4∼ 0.003GeV2,
meaning that we need Πˆ(q2) for small q2 values. Our method reconstructs Πˆ from its derivatives
at q2 =0, which can be simply and accurately calculated from time moments of local-local vector
current correlators at zero spatial momentum. In the present calculation we have only considered
the quark-line-connected contributions to the HVP since the disconnected pieces are suppressed by
quark mass factors.
The quark polarisation tensor is the Fourier transform of the vector current-current correlator.
For spatial currents at zero spatial momentum
Πii(q2) = q2Π(q2) = a4∑
t
eiqt∑
~x
〈 ji(~x, t) ji(0)〉. (2.1)
We need the renormalised vacuum polarisation function, Πˆ(q2)≡Π(q2)−Π(0).
Time-moments of the correlator give the derivatives at q2 = 0 of Πˆ (see, for example, [9, 10]):
G2n ≡ a4∑
t
∑
~x
t2nZ2V 〈 ji(~x, t) ji(0)〉= (−1)n
∂ 2n
∂q2n
q2Πˆ(q2)
∣∣∣∣
q2=0
. (2.2)
Here we have allowed for a renormalisation factor ZV for the lattice vector current. We have
evaluated G2n from the correlators calculated in lattice QCD for n=4,6,8,10, remembering that
time runs from 0 at the origin in both positive and negative directions to a value of ±T/2 in the
centre of the lattice.
We define a Taylor series expansion as : Πˆ(q2) = ∑∞j=1 q2 jΠ j, then Π j = (−1) j+1 G2 j+2(2 j+2)! .
To evaluate the contribution to aµ we replace Πˆ(q2) with its [2,2] Padé approximants derived
from the Π j [11]. Using Padé approximants allows us to obtain a sensible behaviour at high q2
values. The [N, N] and [N, N+1] approximants bracket the exact result and converge to it as N
increases [6]. The precision of different Padé approximants was tested by comparing with the
exact one-loop perturbative results for aµ [6]. We perform the q2 integral numerically.
3. Simulation Details
We calculate the strange (s) quark propagators using the Highly Improved Staggered Quark
(HISQ) [12] discretisation on HISQ gauge configurations generated by the MILC collaboration [13,
14] with light (up/down), strange and charm quarks in the sea. We have used three lattice ensembles
with lattice spacings a≈ 0.15 fm (verycoarse), 0.12 fm (coarse) and 0.09 fm (fine), determined [15]
using the Wilson flow parameter w0 [16]. At each lattice spacing we have two values of the average
u/d quark mass: one fifth the s quark mass and the physical value (ms/27.5). We tune the valence s
quark mass accurately [17] using the mass of the ηs meson (688.5(2.2) MeV) [15]. At a third value
of the u/d quark mass, one tenth of the s quark mass, at one lattice spacing ∼ 0.12 fm we have
three different volumes to test for finite volume effects. These sets correspond to a lattice length in
units of the pi meson mass of MpiL= 3.2, 4.3 and 5.4. In addition we de-tuned the valence s quark
mass there by 5% (set 6) to test for tuning effects.
The s quark propagators are combined into a correlator with a local vector current at either
end to form the vector meson φ . The end point is summed over spatial sites on a timeslice to set
3
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Figure 3: The plot on the left represents the results for mφ −mηs calculated using the HISQ formalism
on ml = ms/5 and physical point ensembles with varied lattice spacings and extrapolated to a = 0. The
continuum results are compared to the experiment. The plot on the right shows the similar results for fφ ,
compared to the experimental result derived from Γ(φ → e+e−).
the spatial momentum to zero. We use the random colour wall source created from a set of U(1)
random numbers over a timeslice for improved statistics. The local current is not the conserved
vector current for the HISQ quark action and must be renormalised. We have found the local vector
current renormalisation constant (ZV,ss) completely non-perturbatively with 0.1% uncertainty on the
finest ml = ms/5 lattices[17].
4. Our results
4.1 Properties of φ meson
We are concerned with the properties of the correlation function at the shorter times that feed
into the theoretical determination of aµ,HVP. But at large time separations between source and sink
the correlators give the mass (mφ ) and decay constant ( fφ ) of the φ meson [17]. The plots in figure 3
show how precisely we can extract those properties of the φ meson, and therefore, how accurate
our correlators are. Our results for mφ −mηs and fφ in the continuum limit on the physical point
lattices agree with experimental results. fφ is related to Γ(φ → e+e−).
4.2 Connected contributions to asµ from full LQCD
We fit the results of asµ using [2,2] Padé approximants from each configuration set to a function
of the form
asµ,lat = a
s
µ ×
(
1+ ca2(aΛQCD/pi)2+ cseaδxsea+ cvalδxval
)
,
where ΛQCD = 0.5 GeV and δxsea ≡ ∑q=u,d,s m
sea
q −mphysq
mphyss
, δxs ≡ m
val
s −mphyss
mphyss
.
Discretisation effects are handled by ca2 , though negligibly small. The fit from all 10 of our
configuration sets is excellent, with a χ2 per degree of freedom of 0.22 (p-value of 0.99).
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Figure 4: Lattice QCD results for the connected contribution to the muon anomaly aµ from vacuum polar-
isation of s quarks. Results are for three lattice spacings, and two light-quark masses: mlat` = ms/5 (lower,
blue points), and mlat` = m
phys
` (upper, red points). The dashed lines are the corresponding values from the
fit function,using the best-fit parameters. The gray band shows our final result, 53.41(59)× 10−10, with
mlat` = m
phys
` , after extrapolation to a= 0.
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Figure 5: Comparison of our results for asµ with the ETMC preliminary results [18]
Our final result for the connected contribution for s quarks to g−2 is (figure 4):
asµ = 53.41(59)×10−10. (4.1)
The precision obtained is at the 1.1% level where the lattice spacing uncertainty alone contributes
∼ 1%. This can certainly be improved to achieve a better precision. Finite volume effects seemed
to be negligibly small. But, the valence HISQ strange quark mass tuning effect was significant.
Disconnected diagrams are not included in the calculation, but we expect these to have only a very
small effect.
4.3 Comparison of our results for asµ and acµ with other results
Our result for asµ in the continuum limit agrees with the lattice results later obtained by the
ETM Collaboration [18]. As shown in figure 5, the HISQ formalism gives much smaller discreti-
sation errors making calculations on relatively coarse lattices viable.
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Table 1: Comparison of our results for asµ and acµ with ETMC lattice calculations and the results using the
dispersion relation and the experimental results on e+e−→ hadrons or τ decay.
as/cµ Results from dispersion Our results ETMC (preliminary)
+ experiment [6] results [18]
asµ 55.3(8)x10
−10 [3, 6] 53.41(59)x10−10 53(3)x10−10
acµ 14.4(1)x10
−10 [21] 14.42(39)x10−10 14.1(6)x10−10
The charm quark contribution (connected) to aHVP,LOµ has also been calculated from the previ-
ously obtained moments [19, 20] and found to be 14.42(39)× 10−10. This piece could have been
extracted with a similar precision of∼ 1% by improving the calculation of ZV,cc following the same
procedure for calculating ZV,ss [17]. However, given the small value of acµ , the uncertainty is not
significant. Table 1 gives a comparison of our results for asµ and a
c
µ with ETMC lattice calculations
and the existing most accurate other calculations.
4.4 Preliminary results of the connected contribution to alightµ
The light (up and down) quark contribution in aHVP,LOµ is the most significant part, being 12
times larger than that for the strange quark, in part beacuse of a factor of 5 from the electric charges.
Though the extension of our method to calculate alightµ is straightforward, poor signal-to-noise ratio
in this case makes the calculation challenging by significantly increasing the statistical errors in the
moments. We have overcome this issue by calculating the time moments from the reconstructed
correlators using the best fit parameters (instead of using the original correlators). This constrains
the errors in the correlators at larger times therefore gives a much better precision.
We have achieved a 5-6% uncertainty (preliminary) in alightµ using 12 time sources on each
of the 1000 configurations on very coarse lattices and only 4 time sources on each of the 400
configurations on coarse (physical point) lattices. We are currently improving these results with
higher statistics.
We estimate the total aHVP,LOµ = a
light
µ +asµ+a
c
µ ∼ 662(35)x10−10 (by averaging alightµ on phys-
ical point coarse and very coarse ensembles).
5. Conclusion and Ongoing Work
To summarize, we have developed a simple lattice QCD method and, using that method,
achieved 1% uncertainty for the connected strange quark contribution to aHVP,LOµ along with an ac-
curate result for acµ . The preliminary calculation of connected light quark contributions to a
HVP,LO
µ
gives a 5-6% uncertainty on physical point lattices, but without yet using the full statistics currently
available.
Our ongoing work using the full set of configurations, more time sources on the existing con-
figurations and smearing aims to achieve a few percent uncertainty in alightµ . More configurations
can also be made for very coarse and coarse lattices relatively cheaply. The estimated (preliminary)
total aHVP,LOµ is ∼ 662(35)x10−10, but the disconnected contribution still needs to be included. We
are optimistic about obtaining an uncertainty in aHVP,LOµ of less than 1% level during 2015.
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